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Several planetary missions have reported1±4 the presence of
substantial numbers of energetic ions and electrons surrounding
Jupiter; relativistic electrons are observable up to several astro-
nomical units (AU) from the planet. A population of energetic
(.30 keV) neutral particles also has been reported5, but the
instrumentation was not able to determine the mass or charge
state of the particles, which were subsequently labelled6 energetic
neutral atoms. Although images showing the presence of the trace
element sodium were obtained7, the source and identity of the
neutral atomsÐand their overall signi®cance relative to the loss
of charged particles from Jupiter's magnetosphereÐwere
unknown. Here we report the discovery by the Cassini spacecraft
of a fast (.103 km s-1) and hot magnetospheric neutral wind

extending more than 0.5 AU from Jupiter, and the presence of
energetic neutral atoms (both hot and cold) that have been
accelerated by the electric ®eld in the solar wind. We suggest
that these atoms originate in volcanic gases from Io, undergo
signi®cant evolution through various electromagnetic inter-
actions, escape Jupiter's magnetosphere and then populate the
environment around the planet. Thus a `nebula' is created that
extends outwards over hundreds of jovian radii.

The detectors on the Cassini mission are speci®cally designed to
detect and `image' such energetic neutral atoms emanating from
planetary magnetospheres. The magnetosphere imaging instrument
(MIMI)8 uses an ion and neutral camera (INCA) sensor that rejects
charged particles and can detect energetic neutral atoms over the
velocity range ,103 to ,104 km s-1 using a time-of-¯ight technique,
with crude separation into light (that is, H, He) and heavy (that is,
O, S) components. A second MIMI sensor, the charge±energy±mass
spectrometer (CHEMS) is capable of determining independently
the charge state, mass, and energy of ions over the range of ,3 to
,220 keV per charge.

The presence of Jupiter in terms of energetic neutral atom ¯uxes
became evident soon after the beginning of the Cassini Observatory
phase on 1 October 2000, at a distance of ,0.5 AU from Jupiter. The
intensity from the peak location in the 32 ´ 32 pixel image con-
tinued to grow, roughly as r-2, as the spacecraft approached the
planet. By the closest approach on 30 December, the image had
spread to several pixels. A sample of these images is shown in Fig. 1.
There is some evidence of structure in the image, although a
signi®cant amount of spreading is due to the point spread function
in the instrument (arising from scattering of atoms as they encoun-
ter the ®rst foil in the detector)9. The intensity is highest at the
equatorial plane and extends north and south, as well as in radial
distance, roughly as expected from pre-encounter simulations10.
The velocity distribution in each image pixel is constructed by
pulse-height analysis. Although not shown here, it reveals two
populations in the measured velocity range corresponding to low
and high mass, presumed to be H and O, respectively. Our
preliminary view is that Cassini's spectra are consistent with an
ion population originating inside about 10 RJ, where one jovian
radius RJ � 72; 400 km.

Detailed measurements of ion composition are obtained by the
CHEMS sensor. Figure 2 shows an energy spectrogram of He+

species for about a month before the ®rst encounter of the jovian
bow shock, on day 363. There is signi®cant, low-level activity, above
instrument background, throughout this period, interspersed with
several intervals of more intense ¯uxes that are especially evident
whenever the spacecraft -x axis was pointed in the general direction
of the Sun. Such orientation enables one of three CHEMS sensors

Figure 1 Energetic neutral atom image of Jupiter's magnetosphere as viewed from the

dusk meridian soon after Cassini's closest approach on 30 December 2000. The image

was generated by neutrals in the range (3±4) ´ 103 km s-1 or ,50±80 keV per nucleon,

assuming the species to be hydrogen. The location of Io's plasma torus has been sketched

in (dark lines, centre) and Jupiter's magnetic ®eld (white lines) superimposed on the

image for reference.
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(telescope 2) to view the solar wind direction8, and thus become more
sensitive to interplanetary pick-up ions11. A notable feature is the
varying upper energy cutoff in the intensi®cations ranging from over
20 keVe-1 to #10 keVe-1; these cutoffs are directly related to the peak
solar wind velocity in the vicinity of the spacecraft, and correspond to
,500 km s-1 to ,350 km s-1 for high and low cutoffs, respectively. In
some cases (for example, on day 343) maximum energies extend
much higher, suggesting additional acceleration (see below).

Although He+ is of interstellar origin11 and is always present in the
interplanetary medium, many ion species observed during this
period are of jovian origin. This is shown in Fig. 3, which is a
histogram of number of events versus mass per charge summed over
all species observed during periods when the Cassini -x axis is

pointing in the solar direction before the ®rst bow shock crossing
(days 338±353). In addition to H+, He+, and He2+, there are
signi®cant peaks at O+, S+, and SO+

2 (or S+
2). The relatively high

energy range for this histogram (55±220 keVe-1) emphasizes the
heavier pick-up ions of jovian origin, relative to the interstellar He+.
The H+ and He++ ions at these energies are not pick-up ions but are
instead accelerated by some other process. Statistical uncertainty
does not allow identi®cation of other species, although a peak near
Ne+ and Na+ is suggested.

The results presented above highlight two previously unknown
features of the cis-jovian environment, shown schematically in
Fig. 4. The ®rst is the presence of a continuous ¯ow of fast energetic
neutrals in the velocity range ,103 to ,104 km s-1, detectable to
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Figure 2 Energy±time spectrogram of intensity for He+ ions as measured by the MIMI/

CHEMS sensor over the period indicated. The Cassini spacecraft was in the interplanetary

medium upstream of Jupiter until day 363, when it encountered Jupiter's bow shock for

the ®rst time. The red bars show periods when the spacecraft -x axis was pointed in the

solar direction and the white spaces correspond to periods of telemetry interruptions.
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Figure 3 Histogram of counts versus mass/charge summed over the days 338±362, 2000, before the Cassini bow shock encounter. Major peaks are identi®ed on the ®gure. Counts

have not been normalized, so no relative elemental abundances are implied.
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more than 0.5 AU upstream from the planet. These neutrals probably
extend to both lower and higher velocities, and to greater distances
from Jupiter than ,0.5 AU, beyond the ability of the INCA sensor to
measure in its present con®guration. The region of energetic neutral
atom emission is within 30 RJ of Jupiter (Fig. 1) and appears to be
most intense in the vicinity of Io's plasma torus, as we expected.

Assuming spherical symmetry, we estimate the torus loss rate in
the measured velocity range to be ,1±2 ´ 1026 ions s-1, that is, a
small fraction of the overall input rate into the torus of ,1028 s-1

(ref. 12). Extrapolation to lower velocities can easily increase this
rate to ,1027 s-1, that is, to a value comparable to the expected
loss rate through Jupiter's magnetospheric wind13.

The second new feature observed is, by and large, a consequence
of the ®rst, in that neutrals escaping Jupiter's magnetosphere, both
hot and cold, would be subject to photoionization and thus pick-up
by the solar wind electric ®eld7,14, attaining a maximum pick-up
energy corresponding to twice the solar wind velocity11. Further-
more, energetic ions may well escape the magnetosphere and travel
upstream in the solar wind under favourable conditions, when the
interplanetary magnetic ®eld connects the spacecraft to Jupiter's
bow shock3. Figure 2 shows examples of both processes. The cutoff
energies for He+ are evidence of the former, while the high energy
tails (for example, on days 339, 343 and 354) constitute potential
evidence for the latter. Additional study is required to separate
escaping energetic ions from those accelerated in interplanetary
space. More to the point, the presence of O+, S+, and possibly SO+

2

shows that some fraction of the fast and cold neutral winds from
Jupiter becomes reionized and must have some in¯uence in remov-
ing energy from the solar wind near Jupiter. Although our analysis
of this data set has not progressed far enough to provide a de®nitive
estimate, post-Voyager modelling12 suggests that this energy reduc-
tion could amount to several per cent. This `jovian nebula' is a
permanent element of the cis-jovian environment in our Solar
System, invisible to distant telescopes for the majority species of
O, S, SO2, and so on, but visible for the trace element Na (ref. 7).M
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Figure 4 Illustrated summary of the ®ndings in this Letter. The boundary of Jupiter's

magnetosphere in a meridional cross-section is shown, as is the cross-section of the Io

torus. Multicoloured dots are intended to show hot planetary fast neutrals expanding

outward in all directions. Green dots represent the cold wind and originate from a lower

energy wind of neutral atoms and molecules escaping Io's plasma torus following charge

exchange and having a corotation speed of ,75 km s-1, generally con®ned close to

Jupiter's equatorial plane. A few neutrals, converted into pick-up ions, are shown gyrating

in the general direction of the solar wind, outside the magnetosphere. The solar disk is

included for scale.
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